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l"T-1he credit derivatives market has
growth
I demonstrated staggering
I ou". the last five years, both
globaily (see chart 1) and in A:ustralia (see
chart 2). This growth has been reflected in
the global synthetic collateralised debr
obligation (CDO) market (see chatt 3) aod
rhe Australian /New Zealanð credit-linked
note (CLN) and repack market (see chart
4).lt is worth nodng that in chat 2 the
apparent contracdon in the Australia
credit derivatives turnover in 2001-2002 is
due to exchange rate fluctuation' As the
credit derivatives were mainly traded in
U.S. dollars, the strong appreciation of the
Australian dollar against the U'S' dollar

in that year had an adverse impact on the
conversion of furnover to Ausralian
dollars. In charr 3, while rhere was a
sharp increase in the number of rated
synthetic CDO deals in 2003, globall¡
rhe swap riotional amount decreased' This
is attributed to the emergence and
dominance of small single-tranche CDOs
in that year compared to large bank
balance sheet and atbittage synthetic
CDOs in Previous Years'
In Ausralia and New Zealand,
of
Standard 6a Poor's has rated a variery

Ë

E

repacks and synthetic structures involving
special-purpose vehicle (SPV) issuers and

uc
a
E
E

bank issuers, referenced to a single
corporare debt, a small basket of
corporate debt, or a Pordolio of corporate
debt (see cbart 5)- Ausralia and New
Zealand are the first counries in the

world to issue CLNs to retail investors
(see cbart 6).

This article outlines rhe ryPical
synthetic structures rated by Standard E¿
Poor's in the Australian and New Zealand

markets, and exPlains the ratings
approach to these üansacdons' It discusses
default risk, which is the most obvious

risk, other less apparent documentation
risks (such as early termination, credit
eveûts, and valuation), and cash flow/
structural risks (such as Payment
priorities/swap counterparry ranking,
early redemption events, and currency
and inrerest rate)- The article also
explains how these risks maY be

mitigated.
WHAT IS A SYNTHETIC CDO OB CLN?
Unlike a cash flow CDO üansaction,
synthetic CDO and CLN transactions do

not involve the physical transfe¡ of
corporate debt. The sPonsor of the
üansaction (the credit protection buyer)
üansfers only the credi¡ risk of the
corporate debq either directly or through
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Global Rated Synthetic CDO Volume 1999-2003
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Zealand Bated Credit-Linked
Australia/New
^-ätittn"p"ck-Bv
Product Tvpe 2003
Single-name
repack 45373 mils'
(r7%)
Multi-narne
repack A$55 mils-

Portfolio CLNs
451.408

b¡ls. - -.

(2"/"1

Repack ol Portfolio
CLNs 4S170 m¡ls.
(8%)

Slngle-name CLNs
4S122 mils. {6%}

First-to-defauh
basket AS57 m¡ls'
{3%)

CLN-Cred¡t-linked note'

Chart 6
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Chart 7

lssuer

ln this strucnrre

Typical SPV lssuer Structure

sponsor and an SPV enter into a
CDS under which che sponsor

Authorised
lnvestm€nts

agrees

to buy credit Protection

from the
a

Note lnvestors

SPV
Notes

The sponsor pays a Premium to
the SPV in return for a contingent
payment, should a reference
entiry experience â credit event
such as bankruPtcY. The SPV

Sells credit
protecl¡on

-

of
entities (the reference pordolio)'

reference entity) or a portfolio

s

Credil event
paymenl

Bûys credit
protection

SPV. The CDS maY be

referenced to a single entitY (the

Swap

Sponsor

(see chart 7), tne

tredit Def¿ult

issues notes

Swap

to investors and

invests the note Proceeds in

authorised investments until
required for credit event
pâyments and/or note PrinciPal

Reference

repaymeût.
The performance of the notes

Psrtfolio

is linked to the Performance of
the reference entity or refe¡ence

SPV-special-PurPose vehicle'

Ghart

portfolio. Interest Payments on

I

Typical Bank lssuer Structure (Funded)
$
frlote lnvestors

Eank
Notes

the notes are funded bY the swaP
premium and interest earned on
the authorised investments. If a
credit event occurs' the SPV uses
the authorised investments to
make a credit event Payment to
the sponsor equal to the actual
loss less any

Reference
Portfolis

first loss assumed

bY

the sponsor. AnY remaining
authorised investments are used
to repay princiPal to noteholders

an SPV, to investors (the credit
protection seller) in the form of a
credit default swaP (CDS) or
CLNs. The sYnthetic structures
are used mainlY bY banks and
insurance comPanies to transfer

credi¡ risk and manage
regulatory or economic caPital,
or for arbitrage purposes' Typical

'SPV issuer" and'bank issuer"
structures are described below'

4

Standard

&

Poor's

on maniri'y- of the CDS.

Bank Issuer
In this strucrure, the bank enters
into a CDS directlY with investors
under which the bank agrees to
buy credit protection from the
investors. The CDS maY be
funded or unfunded.

If twded (see

chart 8), the bank will issue notes
to investors, with the note
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proceeds held by the bank. The

one five-year'AÁ,{ rarcd bond

interest and principal payments on
the notes arc dtrect obligations of

defaulting. The default
probabiliry will also depend on

the bank. As a result, the rating

the correlation befween the 2O

on the nores is typically capped at
the rating on the bank.
As in the SPV issuer structure'

bonds in terms of industry and
country.

If all the

bonds were

the performance of the CDS or

issued by mining companies in
Australia, for example, then it is

nores is linked to the performance

likely that, when one company

of the reference entity or
reference poftfolio. If a credit
event occurs in an unfunded CDS,
investors will make a credit event
payment to the bank equal to the
acmal loss less any first loss
assumed by the bank. If the CDS
is funded, the original note
principal will be written down.

has financial difficulties, the
othe¡s also

will be operating in

a

difficult environment. The high
correlation of such companies
will caase a higher portfolio
default risk.
A powerful tool for estimatitg
the probabiliry of default of a
portfolio is Srandard E¿ Poor's

DEFAUTT RISK

CDO Evaluator. This is a
computer model that can be

The main and most obvious risk

for corporate loans, corporate

for investors in synthetic CDOs
and CLNs is the default risk of
the single corporate debt or
portfolio of corporare debt that is
referenced in the CDS.

bonds, asset-backed securities
(ABS), or a mixture

of

used

asset

types. Using Monte-Carlo
methodology, the CDO Evaluator
evaluates the c¡edit qualiry

of

a

portfolio, taking into account the
Default Probabílity

For a single corporate debr,
Standard & Poor's rating on the
corporate debt indicates the
default probability. Fïence, the

rating on a single-name CLN is
rypically capped at rhe rating on

5

Standard
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Poor's

credit rating, size, and exposure
period of each asset; as well as
the co¡relation within and
between asset types in terms

of

industry and geographic location.
The credit qualiry of the portfolio
is presented in terms of

a

the corporate debt ('weak-link"

probability distribution for

rating approach).
For a pordolio of corporate
debt, the default probability
increases since there is exPosure

potential default rates. From this

to more names. For examPle, if
there a¡e 20 f*e-year'AAA' rated
bonds, the probabiliry of anY one
or more of the bonds defaulting is
greater than the probabiliry of

maximum level of ponfolio
defaults a CDO tranche should be

distribution, a set of sressed
default rates is derived. The
stressed default rates identify the

able to withstand at a given

rating level. The default
probabilities used in the CDO

cf

edil'u nked r{otes
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higher recovery assumPtlons

on Standard
E¿aluator are based
and ABS
8¿ Poor's corPorate
15 to
studies over the Pa$

- i l^L-

than subordrtâf,€(¡ ucuu'
The debt
TyP, of obligøtions'

default

oblig"tio," that are

20 years.

from a
in a CDS may range
borrowed
bond or loan to anY

Becovery ßate

moûey or payment
obligations' If converdble

some
Following a default'

recoveries maY be Possible'
used
Recovery rate âssumptions

obligadons or consentrequired loans are included'

for
by Standard E¿ Poor's
CLN
synthetic CDO and
dePend on a

the
h"ir.ot, will be aPPlied to

ffansactioris

base recovery âssumptions'
netbod' RecoverY

.

combination of factors'

Vøluatiott

on
assumptions will dePend
valuation
the robustness of the

including:

.

Mørket liquiditY/recouery

maY
method ernPloYed' This

d'øtø- Recov ery assumpdons
vary for different markets

value
include a workout

will

a market
through liquidation'
value based on dealers'bids'
or an esdmâted value bY

and
dePending on liquidiry
of recovery data

"r,"it"Uitiry debt' Higher
for defaulted
are used
recovery assumPcions
and
for the U'S', the U'K''

indePendent valuers'
credit
Yøluøtiott døte' After a

.

until
event' a long Period

are
Canada where there
markets and

valuation will generallY

secondarY

it

debt. Lower recovery
for Asia
assumpdons are used

Pacific, including Australia'
New Zealand, and Hong
markets
substantial secondarY
or recoverY data'

lost.

will

be

where
used for iurisdictions

obligors, such as secrecy
provisions in Switzerland'
Rønhing of obligations'
RecoverY assumpdons

will

Standard

E¿

Poor's

set of
Poor's has derived a
assumPtions
base-case recovery
senior unsecured obligations

6¿

applied

to

esdmate the net base

for
recovery assumPdons

of the
,.rrioriry and securiry
instance'
debt obligation' For

will

As a starting Point' Standard

then
workout. Flaircuts are

vary directþ with the

senior secured debt

is
once defaulted' the radng

for
basis'
on a country-bY-country
bond
which is based on historical
recoveries from uldmate

bankruPtcY laws are
protecdve of defauldng

6

Single-rtø¡øe CLN' No
due to the
recovery is assumed

t

weak-link rating aPProach;

recovery assumPtions

,

gives

no
Kong where there are

f'ower
BønÞruPtcY løus'

I

assist

recovery Prospects as
the market time to stabilise
and to review the siuation'

recovery daø fot defaulted

I

referenced

have

CLNs
synthetic CDOs and
the
1), taking into account

following:

(table

Gtedit Linked rrotes

l'#;;tï :l#îÍ$iïïïïåi'
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ic"arlinkedr'¡rotes

net loss rate
are determined, the
enhancement amount

ClteaPest-to-deliuet
The natural
Pbenortenon
incentive of the calculation

I

and credit
are calculated as follows:

agent

Ner Loss Rate = Stressed
- \íeighted
Default Rate x (100%

credit event;

Average RecoverY Rate)

to find the worst-Priced
aftet a
oblig"rio" for bidding
Tbe
SPecified currencies:

t

Credit Enhancement =

pricing discrePancies that

"ris.

*he'"

Notion¿l An.¡ount of

the obligations of

a reference entiry

Rate
Portfolio x Net l'oss

are

denominated in different

DOCUMENTATION

inclination
currencies' and the
to
of the calculation agent
choose the worst-Priced

t

Reference

BISKS

for
The less obvious risks
of sYnthetic CDOs and
investors

risks
CLNs are documentation
agreements'
arising from the swaP
9'
as dePicted in chart

obligation; and
Conuertibiliry/consent'
lower
required Joøzs" The
from
valuations that arise

EarlY

Temination

CLN
In synthetic CDO and

or
convertible' exchangeable'
in a
accreting obligations
credit event' and

usuallY
transacdons, the CDS
of default
incorporates the events
sPecified
and termiaation events

resructuring
loans'
from consent-required
discussion
Please see further

SwaPs

the 2002 lnteruational
lnc'
and. Deriuatiues Association'
Ls
(ISDA) Master Agreement'
the
are broader than
an"r"

it

under'Valuation"/RecoverY

Value".
Credft Enhancement

ó;. " Portfolio's stressed default
rate
and weighted recovery

"u",t"
used bY
definition of default
ratings
8¿ Poor's in its
Standard

rate

Chart

I

Documentation Risks
¿venls of

Ðsfaull

ISDA Master

{section 5a}

Agreement

Terrnination
Ever¡ts
(Sec¡ion 5b!

of a credit defauI swap?
Whaî events triggertermination

Credit Default
SwaP

ßeference
0bligadons

Credit
Events

What events
credlt
lrigger Payoul
rnl.'* ¡.ing
lromtheProtecüon
l#;ä;;å'
ü nrotection buYer sellerlo me

What

ili'i;öä*'
seller?

8

Standard
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Poor's

Protectionbuver?

fielÍverable
ûbligaüons
What obligations
can be delivered
to the Protection
seller (in PhYsical
settlementl or used
tu determine
the payoutto the
orotectlon buYer
iin cash setdement)?

Valuationl

*ecovery Value
ln cash setlement,
houJ is the obligation
valued to determ¡ne
payoütto the
protecúon buyer
(difference between
par and recovery
valuel?

ilotes
Synthetic Gollateralised Debt 0bligations and G¡edit-Linked
ZXn
5'
Issue*-luly,
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Section 5

{al

Event of defauV
tcm¡nat¡or¡ ovêtrt

Aceegtable

{il Failu¡e to PaY
(iíl Breach of agreement

Yes

sydtntic

{iiil Credit support default
(iv) M¡srepresentat¡on
(v) Default under specified transaction

(vi) Cross default

(b)

(illlleælitY

Yes

(iil Tax event

Yes, subiect to satisfactory tax opinions

{iií} Tax event upon merger
(iv) Credit event upon merge
(v) Additional termination event

No
No

CtN-

Y.es

Yes, subiect to satisfactory tax opinions

Credit Linked Note'

if

satisfactorY

and default studies, investors

are also accepted

may be exposed to risk of loss
not normally included in a rated

tax opinions are provided stating
that no withholding tax aPPlies
under current law and there is no

transacdon. This maY arise from'

for example, swaP break costs or
enforced sale of the authorised
investments at market value on
an ear\y termination of the CDSStandard Ea Poor's considers

a*y of rhe following events to
a default:

. A missed inte¡est

be

or PrinciPal

payment, taking into accounr
any gra'ce Period and
excluding bona fide
commercial disPute;

. BankruPtcY; and
. A disressed exchange where
debttrolders are offered
substitute instruments with
lower coupons, longer
instruments, or any other
diminished financial terms.

In rating synthetic CDOs and
CLNs, Standard

E¿

Poor's accePts

only certain ISDA swaP events of
default and terminadon events
th¿Lr are

consistent with its

definition of default. Tax events

Standard Ea Poor's

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

CD0-Collateralised Debt obl¡gat;on.

9

Cllls?

{vii}BankruPtcy
Uqrger without assumption

!!i!l

Section 5

lor

GDO¡ or

pending legislation to create such

a tax. These accePtable events
are listed in table 2.
Beference ùhlígations
In a CDS, the reference entitY is
the debt-issuing entitY and the
¡eference obligation is the debt

obligation issued bY that
reference entity. Under rhe 2003

ISDA Credit Deriuøtiues
Definitions, reference obligations
can be limited to any bond or

loan obligations, or broadlY
defined to include anY borrowed
money or Payment obligations of
the reference entiry. A credir
event on any reference obligation
triggers a payment from the
investors to the protection buyerFlence, the broader the definition
of reference obligations, the

broader the credir risk to
investors. Standard E¿ Poor's does

not accept payment as a reference

Synthetic Goilateralised Debt 0bligations and tredit-Linked Notes
Fresh Look at ßating Issues-Iuly ,5,20U
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Cha* 1(l
lSÐA Re{erence 0bligaticn Category
PêymenÌx
{Derivatìve Contracts, General Creditors}

Borrowed Moneyrz
{Leiters of Credit, Ce¡tificates of Deposit}

ææ
ææ
r/Acceprable for râted creriit-linked notes.

fNot acceptable for reted credit-l¡nkeri

obligation category, as

it

may

notes.

These c¡edit evenrs are broader

include commercial contracts,

than the definition o{ default used

such as utility bills, which are

by Standard & Poor's. This means
that investors may be allocated

unlikely to be caprured in
Standa¡d
(see

&

cbart

Poor's default study

losses on more occasions thân

in

rated ransaction.

10).

'When

assigning a rating to

a

Crcdit Events
Synthetic CDOs and CLNs
rypically incorporate credit
events listed Á the 2003 ISDA

single-name CLN where a weak-

Credit

default definition (see table 3).

D

eriuøtiues D efinitions,

link approach is used, Standard
E¿

Poor's accepts only the credit

events that are consistent

with its

tFT¡Irf il?iliñIfi ?lìïI!
Gredit

evenf

Failure m pay

Âeceptaüle for
single-naare 8lJls?
Yes

2.

Bankrupllcll

J.

Repudiation/moratorium

Yes

4.

flesüucturing
(il Beduct¡on in ¡nterest payment amounts
(iii Feduction in principal payment amounts
(iiil Defenal of interest or principal payments
{iv} Change in an obligationb priority, causing

Yes

it to be subordinated

No

Yes

Yes

No

{v) Change in the curency or composition of any

payment of interest or principal
5.

obligation aæeleration (i.e. actual acceleration
due to default other than payment failurel

Yes, subjectto physiæl delivery, or

cash settlement at the option of the
pr0tection seller {i.e. the investorl.
Physical delivery would ensure that
investors' credit risk exposure does
not differ from cash market investment.

6.

0bligal¡on default (i.e. default other than failure
t0 pay that renders an obligation capable of being

acceleratedl

No

'Each cred¡t event should be subiect t0 â materiality test and publ¡cly documenled. CL¡ù- Credit L¡nked N0te.

10

Standard 6¿ Poor's

a
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Chart 11
ISDA Deliverable 0bligation Category
PaymentX

{Derivative tontracts, General C¡ediiors!

Borrowed MoneyX
{Letters of Credit, Certificates of Depositi

ffiffi
ææ
y' AccepTable tor rated credit-linked notes.
xNot acceptable fa. îeTed credit-l¡nked notes.

For portfolio synthetic CDOs and
CLNs, broader credit events may

otlrer rhan bonds and loans

chart

(see

17).

be acceptable, as an acruarial
approach is adopted, and the

credit enhancement can be sized
to rake into account the broader
credit even¡s.
D

el ive rah

I

e

Ohl íg

ations

The deliverable obligations in a
CDS define the defaulted assets
that will be physically delivered

to the protecdon seller (in

a

is reimbursed for the loss between
the par value and the defaulted
value of the deliverable
obligations. The value of
deliverable obligations is
rypically established by
market participants. Certain
elements in the cash seclement
process, such as the valuation

cash

obligadons, deliverable
obligations rflay rarLge from a
bond or loan to any borowed

date, size of bids, numbe¡ of bids,

money or payment obligations

that can be achieved.

and selection of bids, will have
an impact on the recovery value
Standard 6¿ Poor's

will

review

Standard 6¿ Poor's does not

the terms of the CDS and may

accept borrowed money or

apply further haircuts to the net
base-case recovery rates (see

payment as a deliverable

obligation categoÍy, as it

is

difficult to establish recovery
^
value for pâyment obligations

Poor's

deliverable obligations are
valued and the protection buyer

derermine the payment to the

under the ISDA definitions.

&

In

a cash sefflement, the

requesting bids from various

sefflement). As with reference

Standard

luati on/Recovery

physical sertlement) or used to

protection buyer (in a

11

Va I ue

Va

previous discussion under
*Recovery Rate') if any of the

following conditions are not met:

Notes
obligations and Gredit-Linked
svnrhetic Gollarelalised Debt

i i*iìiíäii, iatíns tssues-tutv t5' ffi4

event;

BankruPtcY Bemoæness/
Segregation of Series
In the case of an SPV issuer' the
owned bY the issuer are

Size of bids: Minimum

meant to secure the debt

Vøluøtion døte: At least 45
business daYs after a cretiit

.
.

assets

quotâtion amount of $1
million and maximum of $15

million;
Nanber of bids: Minimum of
a
five bids requested, of which

t

minimum of three are

.

obtained; and
Selection of bids: Highest or

securities that

restructuring, as defined in
2003 ISDA Credit Deriuøtiues
the

Definitions, is not used' These
the
restrucruring definitions limit
that
maturiry of the obligations
the
can be delivered, requires

be fullY
deliverable obligation to
and
or conditionallY ransferable'
do not allow bilateral obligations
to trigger a restructuring credit
event.

voluntarY or involuntarY
insolvencY Proceedings to try
reach the assets of the issuer'
'Where an SPV issues multiPle

and

of debt securities that âre
secured bY assets of different
of a
credit qualitY, the creditors

series

to
defaulted series maY affempt
series
reach the assets of âÛother
result
maY
taking acdons that

by

in the issuer's bankruPtcY' The
as a
issuer should be sructured

the
segregated vehicle such that
are
debt and assets of each series
the
completelY segregated and
a
recourse of the creditors of
series are limited

to the assets of

that series'

CASH TLOWSTRUCTURAL

Payment Prioriti eslSwaP

RISKS
The cash flow and structural
will
elements of a transaction
have an imPact on the likelihood

CotunterPartY

of investors recei'ring fult and
timelY PaYment' The main
flodstructural risks ¿re discussed
cash

below.

Poor's

is

creditors, other than the
debtholders, will resort to

or 'modified modified"

E¿

It

remote entitY such that it is
uniikelY that equitYholders or

is a credit event' further haircuts
will be aPPlied to the net basecase lecovery rates if "modified"

Standard

issues'

to
therefore crucial for the issuer
be suuctured as a bankruPtcY-

aver;^ge highest of bids'
AdditionallY, if restructuring

12

it

ßanking

For rated synthetic CDOs and
CLNs, Standard

E

Poor's

a set of Prerypically requires
default and Post-default PaYment
priorities that determine which
parties receive their endtlement
first. Pre-default, a swaP

SyntheticGoltatelalisedDebt0bligationsandGredit.Linkedltlotes
Ã rresh Look at ßating lssue*Jaly 15, ffin

counrerparty maY rank ahead of
noteholders if the cash flows need

to be swapped to

PaY the

noteholders. Post-default, or on
an early termination eventr a
swap counterPartY should rank
behind noteholders

if the swaP

that may result in noteholders
receiving less than the
outstanding balance of the notes.
Standard Ea Poor's âccePts

only those early redemPtion
events that are consistent

with its

radngs on the notes, such as

counterparty is rhe defaulting
paty, for example, the swap

payment default of the asser or
srñ¡ap countef?afty, as the ratings

counterpârty failed to PaY under

on the notes would have taken
inEo account the ratings on the

the swap.

If the

swaP

counterparty is not the defaulting
parry then it maY rank Pari

asset and the swaP counterPartY.

with, or ahead of,
noteholders, dePending on the
cause of the default or earlY

a drop in market value of the

passu

Early redempdon events, such

as

swap or early redemPdon at the
issuer's option, are not accePtable,

redemption.

as those events caû occur at any
time and cannot be factored in the

Early ßedemPtion

ratings on the nores.

Some ffansactions are structured

such that certain earlY

Curreney Bisk

redemption events will cause the
Íansaction co terminate before
the marurity date, with the assets

If

disributed to various Parties in
accordance with the earlY
redemption Payment Priorities'
This avoids the need ro call an
evenr of default and involve the

achieved by using Predetermined
exchange rates at the outset.
For example, assume there is

securiry ffustee in enforcing the

a reference obligation in U.S.
dollars of $10 million, over

securiry and assets.

Early termination

exPoses

investors to market value risk, as
the market price achieved from

13

Standard Ec Poor's

denominated in a different
currency than the reference

obligations, there will be an
exchange ¡ate risk that needs to
be mitigared. This can be

being sold and the Proceeds

I

synthetic CDOs or CLNs are

which are issued CLNs in
.A.usralian dollars. If an
exchange rate of 0.5000 is agreed

the sale of the assets ar the dme
of early ærmination will
determine the âmount noteholders
¡eceive. Additionall¡ rhere maY
be swap break costs arising from

at the outset, the Australian

early termination of the swaP

the recovery rate' based on the

dollar-equivalent of the reference
obligation

If the

will

be A$20 million'

reference entitY defaults,

and US$2 million is recovered,

Synrhetic Go!lateralised Debt 0bligations and Gredit-Linked Notes
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II ( ãnllar refcrence ohliøatinn.
- -'-o--- - --,
¡ate of
recovery
is 20%. The

the L'ank. To de-liok from the
bank's rating, an SPV issuer

20/" is then applied to the

structure may be used. In an SPV

Australian dollar-equivalent of

issuer structure, the sho¡t-te¡m

the reference obligation of A$20
million to calculate the c¡edit

rating on the sponsor may be
relied on provided the sponsor

loss of A$16 million. Flence, the

agrees ro

loss to investors in Ausrralian

swap counterparry at its cost or

dollars is not dependent on the
acual excha^ge Íate at the dme

provides cash collateral for the

of the loss calculation.

its short-term rating is lowered.

find a replacement

it

if

payment of the swap premium
The note proceeds musr be

lnterest ßate ßisk
rhere a¡e mismatches in the

invested in authorised invest-

If

interest rate benchmark or timing
of payment between the assets
and the notes, noteholders may
not receive full and timely

merts that are rated as high
the rating on the notes.
CONCLUSION

lflhen investing in synthetic CDOs

payment. These mismatches will
need to be mitigated by use of

or CLNs that are rated by

interest rate swaps, a liquidity
facility, or physical match

gain confidence from the fact that
the rating addresses not only the

funding.

default risk of the reference entiry

Standard Ec Poor's, investors can

or the
ßating Dependencies

Apart from assessing the credit
quality of the corporate debt in
synthetic CDO or CLN

structural risks in the transaction.
a

Poor's

under surveillance by Standard

&

Poor's to ensure that appropriate

of other parties to the transacdon
to ensure that exposures to those

throughour the term of the

capped at the long-term rating on

&

In addition, the rated notes are

transaction, Standard E¿ Poor's
also considers the credit quality

In a bank issuer structure, the
rating on the notes is typicaily

Standard

reference pordolio but also

the documentation and cash flow/

parties are either mitigated or
accounted for by the ratings'
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as

ratings are assigrred ro the notes
transacrion. Investors and other
interested parties can have access to

Sandard 6¿ Poor's CDO Evaluatog

which is a powerful tool for
assessing the default risk of a
pordolio of corporate or ÄBS debr

Synthetic Collateralised Debt 0bligations and Gredit-Linked l{otes
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